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Precision Equals Performance 
at ZPE GripTec
Automotive racing components need rapid manufacturing 
capabilities to win the race

Frank Burke, Burke & Towner

In the world of automotive racing, every compo-
nent is critical, and even the most minute detail 
can contribute to the difference between win-
ning and losing. No parts supplier is more aware of this 
than the team at ZPE Inc. of Temecula, Calif., manufacturers 
of the GripTec pulleys that drive the serpentine belts powering 
superchargers and compressors in competition cars. 

According to Andrew Zimmer, ZPE founder and president, 
“Although ZPE Inc. started in 2013, our parent company, 
Z-Industries, was founded in 1984. We are really a second-
generation supplier of performance products. My father was 
involved in aftermarket and OEM calibration in the industry, 
so I grew up appreciating the importance of precise manufac-
turing. It was an ideal preparation for the high-tolerance micro 
machining that’s critical to our success. Today, we manufacture 
pulleys that are available in the aftermarket for nearly every 
available domestic supercharger. These include OEM and 
aftermarket superchargers found on GM, Ford, and Dodge/
Chrysler family vehicles. Additionally, we restore and upgrade 
our existing products for customers.”

ZPE manufactures pulley and receiver systems for over 20 
different supercharger genres in all sizes and rib configura-
tions. Receivers are typically 2 in., and the pulley diameters 
are between 26 in. Parts are machined from billet round bar 
stock, and –materials include 7075-T6 aluminum sourced 

exclusively from Kaiser and Alcoa/Arconic, as well as 17-4 
and 304 stainless and Titanium. Original parts typically 
require 12 to 13 tool paths.

Zimmer noted, “When we launched our line, we offered 
eight pulleys—we now produce and stock over 4,000 parts. 
They are available with 4–14 rib configurations in any size 
that the customer requires. The engineered surface that is 
machined onto the ribs minimizes slippage to deliver maxi-
mum supercharger performance.”

“Fast response is essential in our business. Equally impor-
tant is the ability to meet special customer demands in 
the timeliest manner. Some of the parts that customers 
request are only .005 in. different in diameter. We don’t charge 
customers for design services, but the design we produce 
becomes our own. We have extensive patents covering our 
micro machining technologies that are available for both stan-
dard and special orders. When necessary, we incorporate addi-
tive manufacturing and micro welding, but these are typically 
reserved for unique applications,” said Zimmer.

The manufacturing process uses both DMG MORI DS turn-
ing centers and a variety of Haas ST-Y standard and twin-spindle 
lathes. On the DMG units, parts are exclusively processed on 
Hainbuch collet and mandrel chucks. Starting on the main chuck 
and finishing on the mandrel, the entire part can be completed in 
just one cycle. Tolerances extend from ±.0003 to ±.0001 in. on the 
most critical parts. ZPE’s engineered micro machining of surfaces 
utilizes a patented ablation process that allows for precise control 
and repeatability in their microstructures. 

ZPE prides itself on rapid manufacturing capabilities that 
can design and complete parts within hours—a critical process 
when parts are needed the next day. To meet such tight dead-
lines, Zimmer emphasized the importance of proper tooling 
and workholding: “We use Sandvik Coromant Capto modular 
tools. They deliver exceptionally high cutting performance and 
rigidity. One of their most overlooked features is that the cool-
ant ports are easy to clean. 

In selecting the workholding equipment best suited to 
ZPE’s demanding schedules and individual application needs, 
Zimmer worked closely with Hainbuch regional sales man-
ager Tom Chambers. Chambers explained, “With the Haas 
lathe, we specified the TOPlus mini chuck equipped with 
a custom draw tube adaptor. TOPlus uses hexagonal outer 
profile collets that offer 25 percent more clamping force than 
round versions. Because of the geometry, these chucks have 
superior chip contamination control, and, in our mini ver-
sions, the reduced contour provides the ability to choose the 
tool you need without interference. 

ZPE manufactures pulley and receiver systems for over 20 different supercharger 
genres in all sizes and rib configurations.
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instance, the Hainbuch mating surfaces and external sealing 
surfaces are far superior in design and strength. With other 
collet chuck systems, the exterior sealing of the collet and 
chuck was lacking. In the open position, small chips that are 
resting on the surface can be drawn in between the chuck and 
collet during the chuck cycle, causing what we call ‘denting’ 
in the inside cone of the chuck. When high pressure is pres-
ent, these small sealing gaps can further be exploited by small 
chips damaging the interior of the collet chuck. As a result, we 
needed a solid solution and found that in the Hainbuch collet 
chucks. Changeover times between sizes, as well as from OD 
to ID operations, are extremely fast and, even after years of use, 
we can achieve finishes in the single-digit micron range. 

“The TOPlus system, incorporating rigid collets and man-
drels, delivers the rigidity and concentricity—especially on 
short runs—that minimizes post-processing of parts and pre-
serves the finish and high luster that our customers expect. We 
now produce five times the number of parts that we did when 
we adopted the Hainbuch system, and the chucks continue to 
perform like new.”

Having worked extensively with high-end competition vehi-
cles and their components, Zimmer has developed a keen eye 
for the relationship that exists between appearance and quality: 

“When a car or product is engineered with attention to every 
detail, that intrinsic quality shows through in its appearance. The 
same thing is true in machines, tooling, and components such as 
the Hainbuch chucks. When you see it, you know it’s the best.”

hainbuchamerica.com

zpegriptec.com

“Included with the chuck were several adaptations, includ-
ing several MANDO Adapt units with segmented bushings for 
ID clamping, as well as a machinable end stop. The MANDO 
Adapt can be changed in less than two minutes. 

“The DMG MORI dual spindle machines use TOPlus 
units on the main spindle for extra clamping force and 
rigidity and a SPANNTOP RD (round) on the sub spindle. 
The important thing is that ZPE can run production op1-
op2 complete parts that are dead nuts accurate and yet the 
system is fast and flexible on the ID changeover to different 
IDs,” Chambers added. 

“When we got our first DMG machine,” Zimmer said, “I 
had heard about Hainbuch but thought it might be expensive. 
When we investigated, I discovered that the price is competi-
tive, and the product is superior in strength and quality. For 

On the DMG units, parts are exclusively processed on Hainbuch collet and man-
drel chucks. Starting on the main chuck and finishing on the mandrel, the entire 
part can be completed in just one cycle.

The DMG MORI dual spindle machines use TOPlus units on the main spindle for extra clamping force and rigidity and a SPANNTOP RD (round) on the sub spindle.
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